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On Aug 23, 2017, at 5:54 PM, Richard Koenig <richardl.koenig@gmail.com> wrote:
A cop calls to ask what's going on with a guy named Richard L. Koenig who is 
running around without plates or a driver license?  Maybe the question should be 
asked in terms of RICHARD L. KOENIG?

The reason I ask is,that I am Richard L. Koenig and I hereby declare under penalty 
of perjury that I have never "Operated a motor vehicle in Oregon" because that 
means the physical operation of vehicles for business purposes (OAR 
735-016-0020(7).  

I made a mistake when I bought a license, title and registration.  Such transactions
are described as specific to "owners and operators" of motor vehicles, and the only 
vehicle that is described as being subject to the titling requirement is
"a vehicle operated over the highways of this state for compensation or profit must 
comply with the titling requirement" (ORS 803.030(14)(c).  And you know what 
Article IV, Section 20of the Oregon Constitution says about laws embracing but one 
subject.

Actually, I was defrauded, by those above the clerks at the local branch, because 
the clerks didn't have any information to share with me.

Liz Woods answered my last Ask ODOT question about what authority DMV has, now 
that the "Optional titling rule", OAR 735-022-0120 has been repealed and 
replaced, to do business with the general public.  The insolent bitch told me to 
contact an attorney, look it up myself, or contact the legislative assembly.  I have 
been in contact with the legislative assembly and the attorney for the legislature 
responded to my Public Record Law Request for the law requiring the general public 
to have a license by saying, "... that law probably doesn't exist anywhere".
His response was written on August 18, 2008.  I have been willing and wanting to 
share this information with your customer service personnel ever since.

I also am asking for the basis for the so called "restraining order" prohibiting public 
servants from talking with me.  This must be facts that occurred on a particular 
date and were suffered by named individual.  Further, you will inform me of the 
"appeal process" I may use to challenge the alleged facts (there is no "order" 
without an appeal process specified).  And you will tell me the exactly when the 
sanctions, how long can I be told, "I can't talk to you", continue to exist.
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If you do not provide the basis, when a specific harm was done to a specific 
someone; the appeal process I can use to challenge the deprivation of my right to 
question public servants; and the date certain that the sanctions were due to 
expire, you will notify those individuals currently giving me a hard time to cut it 
out.

Do you understand?

Richard L. Koenig


